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The flags of 24 nations flap in the cool coastal breeze, underneath a sky 
of mild gray and scattered blue. This is Seascape Sports Club in its truest 
form. It's semi-final Saturday at the Comerica Bank Challenger, the 
pinnacle of professional tennis on the Central Coast. 
 
Moscow's own Evgeni Donskoy is taking on young American Bradley 
Klahn on Center Court, with a spot in the singles final at stake. As good 
as the drama is, I now find myself sitting on the grass beside Court 5, 
only a temperamental stone's throw away from the Russia – USA 
showdown. 
 
I'm watching an immensely entertaining mixed-doubles match, the first 
set just ending with a tie-break. It's part of the 113th Cal Open, one of the 
longest running “open format” tournaments in all of America. On one 
side of the net is a pair of siblings who literally grew up on these 
Seascape courts, a brother and sister that I'll always see as the little kids 
I once knew. My oh my how they've grown up. 
 
Jordan and Haley Kepler, both students at Cal Poly and the 
grandchildren of Paul Kepler, the man who owns Seascape Sports Club, 
just grabbed a 4-2 lead in this crucial second set, after narrowly losing 
the first set in a tie-break. Across the court from the heirs to the 
Seascape throne is the daughter of a local TV news anchor, partnered by 
a 27 year old pro from New Zealand, originally from the Soviet Union. 
(I'm not sure why he's wearing a bright orange Oklahoma City Thunder 
shirt. It has me thinking what Kevin Durant would look like on a tennis 
court.) His name is Artem Sitak. Her name is Logan Finell. Sitak and 
Finell just took three games in a row, and now lead 5-4. The Kepler kids 
have their backs against the wall, serving for another breath in the Cal 



Open. 
 
There's something uniquely satisfying about this match. It's local on so 
many levels. It almost feels like the type of match you might see 100 
years ago, back when the Cal Open was at it's original home of the 
Berkeley Tennis Club. The last point concludes with a Kepler backhand 
that hits the white of the net and falls flat to the hard surface below. 
With the entire court now soaked in the mid-afternoon sunshine, this 
homegrown showcase comes to an end. Finell and Sitak win 7-6, 6-4, 
moving on to the next round. Now I move back to the stands of Center 
Court. 
 
Evgeni Donskoy is hitting some of the most mesmerizing forehands I 
have ever seen. As Bradley Klahn desperately lunges and comes up 
short, my new favorite Russian lets out a mighty scream. He has won the 
second set, 7-5, after losing the first set in an agonizing tie-break. It's 
now time for the decisive third set. 
 
With Donskoy up two games to love, there's a nervous feel around the 
large crowd. The mood is tense, sunglasses and summer hats masking 
much of the emotion. Serving at 40-15, Klahn wins the point and takes 
the game. The crowd suddenly comes to life, yelling encouragement and 
clapping hysterically. There's no question who the fans are rooting for. 
(This feels like Lake Placid 1980, or better yet, Bobby Fisher vs. Borris 
Spasky on the chessboard circa 1972. You take your Cold War 
comparative pick.) 
 
With the set now at two games all, the confident southpaw Klahn hits 
one of the shots of the tournament, an audacious forehand winner that 
hits just a speckle of white. The crowd again reacts in celebration. It 
seems as if it's now the world against Evgeni Donskoy. 
 
All the while, it has turned into an aesthetically brilliant afternoon, 70 
degrees with a soft wind towards the northeast. Every flag is taking on 
that special ramped shape that only the perfect type of gust can provide. 



Klahn now leads 5-3. Donskoy is serving for survival. He hits back to 
back aces, followed by back to back forehand winners. Despite their 
partisanship, the crowd offers a loud ovation in respect of the fine play. 
It's now 5-4, Klahn serving for the win. 
 
The two men leave the benches following the crossover to another huge 
cheer. Though I might be the only one in attendance rooting for the 23 
year-old Donskoy, I'd be a fool to deny the look on Klahn's face. It's a 
look of determination, an expression of utter drive. The former Stanford 
All-American holds the ball in his right hand, takes an extremely deep 
breath, and tosses the little green rock in the air. With a vicious swing of 
his left arm, he comes through with an ace. And then another. A 
victorious rally follows, and within the snap of a finger, it's 40-love. 
With a spot in the final in his hands, Klahn slams another ace. He 
screams for joy, as the semi-final match comes to an end. Donskoy, the 
number two seed in the tournament, is out. 
 
I've always found this fascinating, gladiator like quality in singles tennis. 
Let's call it “Mad Max and the Comerica Bank Challenger”, where two 
men enter, and only one man leaves with a chance at a title. Despite the 
fact that Donskoy had played perhaps the best tennis of any individual at 
the tournament, carrying an aura of invincibility into the match, Klahn 
was better on the day, and that's all that mattered. 
 
I need a break from this sun. I've found solace in the upstairs club house, 
where players mingle with civilians, and old folks tell stories amidst the 
pleasing scents of zinfandel and merlot. In front of me is a plate of 
grilled salmon sliders, accompanied by a freshly prepared fruit salad. As 
I finish my last bites and take a step outside onto the deck, I can see all 
eleven courts here at the Seascape Sports Club. The Pacific Ocean feels 
like its inches away. Off in the distance are the hills that lead to the 
Pajaro Valley, and onto the southern reaches of Monterey Bay. I can see 
Court 5, where the Cal Open carries on in all its nostalgic glory. And 
just down below on Center Court, Farukh Dustov of Uzbekistan is 
taking on England's Daniel Evans, with the winner taking on Bradley 



Klahn in tomorrow's Comerica Bank Challenger Singles Final. 
 
The roar of the crowd carries far and wide as Evans hits a winner to 
force a first set tie-break... yes another tie-break. The young Brit 
dominates for the next few minutes, easily taking the tie-break, and in 
turn a one set lead. Now at match point in the second set, Evans calmly 
finishes the job, and clinches his spot in the final. Klahn vs. Evans. USA 
vs. England. Any history there? 
 
This is where I learned the game of tennis as a young boy. And now as a 
young man, an announcer and a journalist, Seascape is where my 
appreciation of the sport continues to grow. It's where “average” 
becomes “good”, and “good” becomes “great”. It's where Andy Murray 
won his first professional tournament, the 2005 edition of the Comerica 
Bank Challenger. It's where the Bryan Brothers transitioned from 
collegiate standouts to consummate pros, winning twice at Seascape in 
1998 and 2000. It's where Patrick Rafter took the 1993 singles crown, 
going on to beat world number one Pete Sampras on the ATP Tour just 
six weeks later. It's where Michael Chang made a stop on his comeback 
trail, only to fall in love with the area, and return twice more. It's also 
where a bunch of local kids can grow up before our eyes, and grace their 
talents in the historic Cal Open. This is a week unlike any other. This is 
grassroots tennis. This is Seascape Sports Club. 
	  


